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Are you fed up with frequent breakdowns of your electrical appliances?Are you fed up with frequent breakdowns of your electrical appliances?
And which are too costly to repair, and are you tired of by tryingAnd which are too costly to repair, and are you tired of by trying
different alternatives? The major reason for these troubles is voltagedifferent alternatives? The major reason for these troubles is voltage
fluctuations and No need to worry we have a solution for all thesefluctuations and No need to worry we have a solution for all these
troubles and that is voltage stabilizer. As the voltage is not constanttroubles and that is voltage stabilizer. As the voltage is not constant
across the distribution network especially at the end users which areacross the distribution network especially at the end users which are
causing various problems like distortion, noising, heating, fluctuationscausing various problems like distortion, noising, heating, fluctuations
and etc. And the servo voltage stabilizer manufacturers in India/Puneand etc. And the servo voltage stabilizer manufacturers in India/Pune
developed a huge set of different voltage stabilizers to handle a widedeveloped a huge set of different voltage stabilizers to handle a wide
variety of voltage variations. This article helps you to get a clear ideavariety of voltage variations. This article helps you to get a clear idea
about voltage fluctuations and how they will happen and the bestabout voltage fluctuations and how they will happen and the best
stabilizers to optimize the voltage imbalances.stabilizers to optimize the voltage imbalances.

Voltage fluctuations are nothing but changes in the voltage that isVoltage fluctuations are nothing but changes in the voltage that is
increase or decrease in the voltage coming from the mains supply toincrease or decrease in the voltage coming from the mains supply to
your home that makes the bulbs to glow dimmer or brighter than theyour home that makes the bulbs to glow dimmer or brighter than the
normal. For most of the appliances they may not be harmful, but theynormal. For most of the appliances they may not be harmful, but they
do cause severe damage to the appliances which consists of motors.do cause severe damage to the appliances which consists of motors.
And also they can vary the output of the electrical appliance.And also they can vary the output of the electrical appliance.
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The best voltage stabilizer manufacturer in Pune-precious powerThe best voltage stabilizer manufacturer in Pune-precious power
technologies Pvt Ltd is specialized in fabricating, supplying, andtechnologies Pvt Ltd is specialized in fabricating, supplying, and
exporting the top-quality robust and reliable servo voltage stabilizers.exporting the top-quality robust and reliable servo voltage stabilizers.
Precious power technologies suggest the apt stabilizers that arePrecious power technologies suggest the apt stabilizers that are
required for the users. It is one of the looming companies of servorequired for the users. It is one of the looming companies of servo
voltage stabilizer manufacturers/suppliers in India, who follow highervoltage stabilizer manufacturers/suppliers in India, who follow higher
quality standards and incorporated all the stabilizer units with cutting-quality standards and incorporated all the stabilizer units with cutting-
edge technology. The popular units from the precious power are likeedge technology. The popular units from the precious power are like
static voltage stabilizer, air cooled servo voltage stabilizer in thatstatic voltage stabilizer, air cooled servo voltage stabilizer in that
single phase air cooled servo voltage stabilizer, linear servo voltagesingle phase air cooled servo voltage stabilizer, linear servo voltage
stabilizer manufacturer in Pune, servo controlled voltage stabilizer 3stabilizer manufacturer in Pune, servo controlled voltage stabilizer 3
phase oil cooled, and etc. we also provide the precision-engineeredphase oil cooled, and etc. we also provide the precision-engineered
products such as power conditioners, a wide range of transformers,products such as power conditioners, a wide range of transformers,
power savers, control panels, and UPS systems and much more.power savers, control panels, and UPS systems and much more.

Our servo controlled stabilizers use a unique advanced electronic servoOur servo controlled stabilizers use a unique advanced electronic servo
motor concept to regulate the stabilization of a variable transformer.motor concept to regulate the stabilization of a variable transformer.
And the stabilizers enable voltage corrections, by maintaining theAnd the stabilizers enable voltage corrections, by maintaining the
output voltage accuracy about ±1% and with the input voltage leveloutput voltage accuracy about ±1% and with the input voltage level
changes up to ±50%. This kind of voltage stabilizers works under anychanges up to ±50%. This kind of voltage stabilizers works under any
power factors or frequency variations.power factors or frequency variations.

There are two types of servo controlled voltage stabilizers and they areThere are two types of servo controlled voltage stabilizers and they are
air cooled servo voltage stabilizers and oil-cooled stabilizers. The airair cooled servo voltage stabilizers and oil-cooled stabilizers. The air
cooled servo voltage stabilizers are used in the areas where powercooled servo voltage stabilizers are used in the areas where power
capacities are less than 50kVA, and oil cooled stabilizers are used forcapacities are less than 50kVA, and oil cooled stabilizers are used for
the applications where the power requirement is more than 50kVA.the applications where the power requirement is more than 50kVA.
And the air cooled servo voltage stabilizers are available in single andAnd the air cooled servo voltage stabilizers are available in single and
three phase models.three phase models.

The single phase air cooled servo voltage stabilizers are available inThe single phase air cooled servo voltage stabilizers are available in
various capacities like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 kVAs. Wevarious capacities like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 kVAs. We
the precious power technologies as the top stabilizer manufacturer inthe precious power technologies as the top stabilizer manufacturer in
Pune also fabricate the custom-built stabilizers as per the customerPune also fabricate the custom-built stabilizers as per the customer
requirements.requirements.

A single phase air cooled servo voltage stabilizer consists of an ACA single phase air cooled servo voltage stabilizer consists of an AC
synchronous motor which is coupled with an autotransformer. Basedsynchronous motor which is coupled with an autotransformer. Based
on the input fluctuations the servo motor adjusts the output voltage ofon the input fluctuations the servo motor adjusts the output voltage of
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the auto-transformer and provides the stabilized output.the auto-transformer and provides the stabilized output.

Whereas in the servo controlled voltage stabilizer 3 phase oil cooledWhereas in the servo controlled voltage stabilizer 3 phase oil cooled
type consists of three independent AC-synchronous motors that aretype consists of three independent AC-synchronous motors that are
coupled with threeautotransformers and uses shaft and compatiblecoupled with threeautotransformers and uses shaft and compatible
gears. According to the input fluctuations, the servo motors of servogears. According to the input fluctuations, the servo motors of servo
controlled voltage stabilizer 3 phase oil cooled adjusts the outputcontrolled voltage stabilizer 3 phase oil cooled adjusts the output
voltage of the auto-transformer.voltage of the auto-transformer.

Some of the applications of the servo controlled voltage stabilizers:Some of the applications of the servo controlled voltage stabilizers:

Used in lighting loads.Used in lighting loads.
Hotels & restaurantsHotels & restaurants
Medical equipmentsMedical equipments
CNC machinesCNC machines
Laboratory instruments and industrial loads.Laboratory instruments and industrial loads.
Three phase motor applicationsThree phase motor applications
In escalators and elevators and much more. In escalators and elevators and much more. 

Conclusion- Conclusion- 

Picking up the right voltage stabilizer which can resolve your voltagePicking up the right voltage stabilizer which can resolve your voltage
issues will be a tough job, and you have to consider basic andissues will be a tough job, and you have to consider basic and
important guidelines while buying a voltage stabilizer and stabilizerimportant guidelines while buying a voltage stabilizer and stabilizer
manufacturer/suppliers/dealers in Pune-Precious power technologiesmanufacturer/suppliers/dealers in Pune-Precious power technologies
Pvt Ltd will makes your job easy in choosing the right one that canPvt Ltd will makes your job easy in choosing the right one that can
perfectly suit your needs. One of the certified manufacturers of voltageperfectly suit your needs. One of the certified manufacturers of voltage
stabilizers, that provide surge protection to all the stabilizers. Thestabilizers, that provide surge protection to all the stabilizers. The
surge protection or spike guard is a great feature that protects yoursurge protection or spike guard is a great feature that protects your
appliances from sudden voltage fluctuations.appliances from sudden voltage fluctuations.
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